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1.Outline



2. Cheegen-Simons
Characters
-

There is a naturalgeneralization
of the coupling expifogeA
to that for electric bromes

for a generalized Abeliangauge
field.

Definition A C-S character of degree--

e is a homonaphism
x =Hom (Ze,M), U(II (
St. FF er(M) S.t. if Wdel-1
Ren X(W) =exp(i/F)2-1

l



Remarks Fiscalled "the fieldstrength-

of the character X. The
same argument

igot
=>rM)

2

-==2π2

The Abeliangroup ofall CS
characters is denoted FR(M).
It isalso known as a

dialcohomology group



If AtM) isglobally
well-defined then we can

define Xq)We-1): =exp(if)
Then F =dA, and all the
periods vanish.

Note thatif At? (M)
Then A and Ardi define the

same character. More generally
if Wer, (M) then A and
A+w define the same character.

Topologically trivial:2"(
But we can havetopologically

nontrivial characters. Ingeneral
I can have nonzero periods.



Thisislooking a lotlike

garge theory ofa (-1) gauge
potential. But there is no
convenientmodel in terms ofbundles

and connections for higher form
garge potentials.
So we make aphysical

proposal that the properway
to describe the

gauge
invariant

information in generalizedMaxwell theory is:

garge equivalence
FTM) = classes of generalizedMaxwell fields withE e-form fieldstrength 3

on M



&

Two importantexamples:

3. (M)E Functions(M-R/2)
2. HYM) E E augeegoire

e

IP=principalUCI bundleY =connection

Remark. The action ofa

Pe-brane electrically charged for
a generalized Maxwell field
Fto (hence pe-1-2) has
a world volume action

expliSA) inallude



If we declare thatthe

proper generalizationof 1-form
generalized Maxwell theory

to

topologically nontrical
field confing's

entails the identification of

FYM) withthe setof

gauge equiolence
classes then

itisnaturalto say
thatthe

couplingexplife) of an
electrically charged brane in..
such a background isprecisely
the character X (We-).



Remark on group
structure:

Ex(M) =kerd:Ge +Cm-1

is a subgroup of the Abelian

group Cr):free Abelian gray
generated by

continuous maps of:D*M)

Also Hom(Zn-,(M), UII) comes
&A Abelian

group
structure.

Latter we'll puta
nontrivial

ingstructure on FTM) so
itis good towork with

Hom(Ze_,M),1/2 I with

(X,+X2) (V) ==x,W)+X2(N) mode



Exercise:Show that if we
-

repeat
the definition ofan

Cheeger-Simons
character but

for Hom (Ze_(M), R)
then the fieldstrengthmust
have zero periods.



3. Properties of MMM):The
Dancing Hexagon.
We now analyze the structure
ofHM) as an Abeliangroup
Through a number of interlocked
exact

sequences
Before wegetgoing we

needa few math preliminaries.
(See texts on group theory and

algebraic topology for proofs.)



1.Abelian groups
have a

canonically defined subgroup:

Taws(A) =SazA) Ine2/s.tna=o)
2. If Ais a finely gated
Abelian group then Tors(A)

is a

finite Abelian group
and:

&

0 +Tors(A)I Als A -o

#EXP b ="rant ofA" and

A*M E tb



3.If A is a pact
topological Abelian group then

Ao= Connected cpt of identity
=UII)

and

1-A+ A + To(A)+ I

e
finite Abelian

group
so as a topological space
Ais a disjointunion of (Ho(A) I

copies of an r-dial tows but
the group structure

in general is

Nota directproduct:The sequence
does notsplit.



0

4. If ...GetCart...
ofAbelion

is a chaincomplexgroups witha0
and

... -* In Cat --
is the dual cochain complexwith
ab =Hom/Cr, 2) thenhomology
withcoefficients

HY,A) is obtained by&A.
the relation to Hi(2") is
subtle:

·Ext (Hj!C),A)- HY(;A)
-> Hom(Hj(C),A)to



5. For a compactmanifold

H*(M, 2) is a finitely
generated Abelian group

and

H*(M, M/2) = Hom(,M.2), (2)
is a compact Abdian group
6. The exactsequence
0- x- R ->M/x to

induces a LES of cohomology
In general, if we

have a

differential Abelian group (B,d)
and a differential Abelian subgroup
-

(Aid) then we have:



0 ->A+B/A - 0

So d=0 on A, Band

d[CA)) < (A) then there

is a degree 1 map
&:A(B/A) -> H(A)

8: [b +A] 1-(db]

This makes sense:If day (b+A) =0
in B/A itmeans db =A. But

itcould be thatdbEAis nonzero,

Itis certainly in the kerned of
d, butitmightnotbe in the

image of a restricted toA
so (db] fosible.



Let us apply thisto

A=C:M) B =C'M) aRR

B/A =(TM)bN/z

0 -> (*(r,z) +(4(n,R)CN, M/2x)=
Id ↑d ↑d

0 -CHM,2)-c*(.R)+cPM,R2)to
↑ d ↑ Id

94
-

(1,2) a
*-

(M, 1(2)
For at 7

"

(M1R/2) lifttoacC(M,M)
i(da) =0 so da has a liftto becin.2)
butdb =
0 sob -Z

**
(M,R/2)



With a little thought one sees

That we have a LES

.

MEHY,N)
*H",M2)

H4M,2) In H4 (M. 1)- ....

B is called the Bockstein map.
Since the sequence

is exact

im () =Tors H* (M,2)
ButIm y =HM, R)f(*(M,2))

-Connected component
ofHY(M,R/2)



Therefore

Hi,/z))TarsH",2)

Example: (m =SP2m
oR2*H/H(mxLm,Reato
This can be proved using the
Kinneth Themen tocompute H*((mxLm,2)
and thenthe universal coefficient

theorem::
-

->O

0+HY(X,2)*A - H"(X,A)-Tow12), A)
The

sequence splits,
butnot

canonically.



Firstof all, the very
definition

of a differentialcharacter↳

assigns toa
character X

a form GR,M).
willcall the map

x-F

The "fieldstrengthmap."
Itis a group homomorphism

#I(M) feedstr.&,sso
We will see (e.g. from chain
models) thatitissubjective.



Example. 1=1, f:M-Ull

F =
- if

-

df

Exponentialmap:UCIER/I'
so f

=ed. Note!

I not nea. globally well-defined,
we can have Gdd- X"
-
nonzere



Next, we have the topical class

#4) -> He(M,2)toCharacteristic
class 15
x+c(X) Can

·Show

The general definition ofX-SCIX)
isbestleft to the "chash complex"
descriptions.

Example:1 =1:

integral

XI-idf] eHan,an
112

H'(M,2)



Example:1 =2

Modeling the differential
character

as the Lalonomy function ofan
connection on a principal UCII
line bundle.

x (W,) =Half (W,)
for some I on PMM
we have

c(x) =c,(P) =Hi,z)
This brings up an important
new point:As we mentioned
M cpt and smooth ->

HYM,2) isafin. gen. Abelian
group:



no There isa canonically definedstage
0-Tars(HE,e))-HIM,2)

**

-> (M,2)Eso
-

DeRham's Themem:
lattice

I (M,R) =HM,x) aR =HEM
But the torsionsubgroup can be
nontrivial.

Ele: Lens spaces
(m =S4/2m
(Eiszz) (wz,wzz) warm
E.RE 1



i,(m,x) =H,(Lm,2) =km

HYLm,2) = 2m =>

group of (iso
classes ofprincipal

will bundles is just2m.

So the characteristic class

is entirely torsion.
(Proof:A((m) = xm because

the action is free anditils) =0.

=>Hi(tm) =Abelianization ofHEXm
Now use the universal coefficient

Theorem above and Ext(2m, 2)=2m.)



side:Oneamalsodesirethe
from an equivariant cell-decomposi
of S.3:

&=eguir cell decompositionof S

e =[(x, - - - ,xj,Xj+1,0 - -- -(4)sign(x) =1)
orientation on ej*from Idx---s

dej=e, +ej
0ej=-(-+e,_) Kjan
deot =0

Dual cochains:C9(e) =ddje



->Cochain model ofRP* =S422

2(c-()-x+ci)-

2(c -() - x(+)...
->

H(RPYz)= j
=
0

E o jodd, jan↳z jehen 0j<n
2 j=n, odd

Za jin even

& above complex with22
makes all differentials O and

H*(RP,x2) =2c(x]/(x+)



Now we returnto the exact

sequences givingus a picture
of

The differential cohomology group:
The fieldstrengthand topologicalclass

maps
are beautifully compatibles.to

-2xotFees
-x

x,x ⑦Rt
deRhaum

(x=HYM,2) Theorem
-Now we study the kernels O

ofthese homomorphisms



The Kernal ofX-CPX)
are the topologically trivialcharacters. These are the characters

for which Iglobally welldefined
AG"() sit

x [We-1) = exp("S.)
Butremember the character

only encodes the gargeinmant
information so we identify
An Arda for atM
but even more we could also
Shift A-A+Wwe(M)



In physics we make a distinction
At ArdA "smallgargstmn"

"largegaugetmn"
A+ A +0 if (a ] =HERM)

is nonzero

The Kernel of X-F are
The Hat characters".TheL

sub of fat characters
group

one hous X:Zr-, -U(I)
thatonly depend on the homology
class of W. One canshow:

Hom(HP),u)=I*TM, Usi)



Now H(M, UI) =H*(M, M/2'7
is a Abeliangroup
IfAisa cptAb. group let

As=com, componentofidentity.
0-Ar-A-Ho(A) -O
e

I Lite Abelian

Connected Abelion groupA KInix

group - UIIb
For us: A=H+(M,R/z)
A.=HR/"Wilsamlines"
Note: Sequence splits, butnotcanonically
Cgeneral propertyofuniversalcoefficientRerem.)

~



B:H(M,R/2)-Toro (HE,2))
B:Bocksteincap:See BotttTu.

to (H(,))=Tows(PCR,2)
Example: 1=2., M =(m =S/2m
H (M,R/2) = HYM,2)=x/m2

-

i,(m,x0) =x/m2
Let U be agenerator, we can
define fracters by

X(0) =exp(axi)



Anothergood example is:



Putting itall together we

⑧

have the grand diagrams
X -

-> inee -
2
-

HM,A) MEM) He, IR)
y - T

YHM,R/2)-> HM,2)-0y
O

Adance based on this diagram was

choreographed by Kyla Bankin and
Aaron Selisson, so we will refer
to itas the "dancinghexagon."



Example: h=1,M =S1

#'(S) =Map)s'- VII)
= loop group (U(I)

Identifydomain S'ER/
withcoordinate avx +n,n=

Oscillator
modes
↓

f(x) =exp(ib.+2xiwretig↑ ↑ no

4. eN/2 w=2
characteristic

flat field. class



In general we have a
noncanonical decompositionof
The Abeliangroup I(M)

ME)=RexTex e

M =discrete
= H(M,2) teal

group

Y =H(M.2)*R/x = UII
tows of Wilson lines

Ve Im(dt:Otter3
infinite-dirlvector space of
oscillator modes:dA = 0 isa

gauge choice



4. Edels (ential omology

As wehave stressed, I (Mn) is

thesetofggeegviralenceasthee
garge potential."
When discussing issues where

localityis important, such as actions,
and gluing principles itis important

/to have
proper models of local

garge potentials.

Thereare a
models availableany



Eeversion:Thisformulation
goes

back to Deligue, and indeed
in the contextof complexgeometry
Cheeger Simons cohomology isalso
known as Deligne cohomology.
It was firstintroduced into physics

by Orlando Alvarezand (independently)
by KrysztofGoawedzki.
The basic idea is thaton a
contractible

space
all field

configurations mustbe topologically
trivial and there isno room

for "Wilson lines."

The subtleties arise from

patching together localdata.



To implement thisidea we choose a

good cover [U,] of M. Thisisa covers.t.

all Ha. ...an = Ha, M--- Man one contractible.

We describe the first 3 cases 1=1,2,3:

El: The periodic scalar
On each to we have FatC(a)
and F =dd = -ifadfc

Where fa: Ua->UII has a well-defined

logarith logf =ifa
On Mo Fa-F =0 =

fadta-fpdfp =0 ->
=>d(falfp) =0 ->falf,"constant on

Ma



Next we muse thattheconstant

is just falfp= 1 : fa patch

together to form a well-defined UID-
valued function on M.

Note RatPa-op=2knap on Ha
.. On Has:

nc+Urtuc =0

Acollection of integers na on Ha
satisfying is known as a "Rechcocycle"
It is shown in textbooks (e.g. Bott+Tr)
thatsuch a cocycle determines a cohomology
class in HIM,2).
Rrk:If we had justused the functions
da and only required Pa-Op =2irap
rap*we would have gotten H'(M,R)



: U(I) gauge connection
We begin withEtc(al
The curvature is globally well-defined

Fa-F =0 on Ma
On the other hand dfc =0 -)

Fa =dAc on Ua. (This corresponds
to a trivialization ofthe line bundle on (a)

dAa-dA =0 onHa ->

Ac-A=de = -igdgap
Gap: Ha ->U(I) (Notegpa=ga
⑭-> on Maps GoGorgra-constant
We impose the condition thatthis

constantis 1:
GapprIra=1 ou lar



Thus the gaps are transition functions
for a principal UCI) bundle overM.

Note thaton May

log gap-log gart log gar = napr
=>nopt-hapftnaur-npro =0
on Uapro -> Encpr]ncpr"s a
Yech 2-cocycle which and

Snapu- HEch)M, [wa3 S EH(M,z)
Bottr

The class in HM, 2) is just
the firstChern class.

The nice thing aboutthisapproach
is that itis straightforward toextend
it to 132



E: "gerbe connection"
On Ha we have local fieldstrength

HaEr[Ua) with dHa =0

=>IBceMa) s.t. Hc-dBc
=>Or Map Ba-Bp=dMap Napte'Map)
=>on Maps d(AptAprt1ra) =0
=>on Maps AaptAprtAr-ifardfapr
=>on Kapro fapufarsfarators -constant
Now impose) quantitation).On Mara

forfarsfarafors=1



=>Ucpro= i2 Ilogf...a
=>

It defines
an integral

class in HP(M, 2),the topological
class of the differentialcharacter.

Cleanly one can

carry
this discussion

out for
any

1. Justuse more indices

and proceed from F, cRYMa) tothe

degree Yech class Spa, ---can 3.

Remark:Gerbe connections arise in

several ways in physics. Firstof all

theyare used todescribe the

"Never-SchwarzB-field"of string theory.
Asecond way they arise vialifting

conditions from a principal G/Z
brudle to a G bruce where G isa



connected and simply-connected Liegroup
andI is a subgroup of

the center.

The transition functions ofa principal Gz
bundle satisfy gopgorgra- 1autlaps
If one chooses lifts gap: Map- G
such thatit (gap)=gop then me conclude
that

garTra= Jap on Hapv

Spr: Ua -> Z
for ZcUCI) Sapr] determine,a
class in IM, z) -> H(m,2)
For example, if we have a bundle AeM

ofalgebras withfiber MatriK) their
'

transition functions will be in PGLw)K)-
The obstruction to identifying
A EndE) for some vectorbradle TM



is measured by a gerbe. In this
case the class in HPLM, 2) iscalled

the Dixmier - Dorady class.

Applying these ideas toit: Spirin ->S0(n)
leads to the characterizationofWeltM)

as an obstruction to spin structure.

The related bundle ofalgebras is the
bundle ofClifford algebras and the DD

Needto

Class is W,(TM) HYM,2). [droblecheck



-SingerCocycles:Another local
model for "cocycles"corresponding

to

differentialcohomology classes is
due

toApphins -Singer. Itismotivated by
a homotopyprshout"construction

from

homotopy theory.I
has two advantages

over the ech description:
1. Itcan be applied toany generalized

cohomology theory. This is especially
importantin stringtheory which makes use
of "differential K-theory."(See below.)
2. It is easier to view the fields

as forminga groupoid. Then, the automaphism

group of an objectwithisom class

in HRM) is HE2(M, USI)]. That in
turnis crucial to defining quantum electric

change



One way to motivate the HS model

is to consider a formula for the

holonomy of a
differentialcharacter

in #feman (-1)-cycle which isa torsion,

Thus n2 =&B for some integral
n-chain B

·(X(z))" =exp
i SBF

Itwould be arong to
conclude that

X(I) =exp I list
for one thing Fei (ML2πx

could have periods to mod (in).
Then the above formula is ill-defined.

However, Ia =C( M,2) sit.



④ X(z) =exp((( - 2xa,B))]
is well-defined.

One can show the class a has

da=0 and hence [a] CHYM,2).
This is the characteristicclass of the

character X =I?

We can write heuristically ass
& log X v F - a

Thatis the motivating equation
for H.S.

Deti: AHopkins - Singer cocycle is a
-

triple

x=(a,h,w) =((M,z) xcin,)x&YM)



I'S define a cape to be

a triplexsuch that

5h
=am-oh

where atisthe image, under HYM,2) tHYM,R)
and co is likewise embedded 24M) -HMI)

One could define a chain complexwith

80 butit is better (withan eye towards

generalizations) todefine a groupoid.

a- a
=0b

h- h =0g- bBc-w =0

Aut(x) =H (M,R/)

/in
t



5. Imtant tiesof Deferential
Cohomology-

EA: Ring Stre
There is a graded associative product:

#4 x 12 - title
X, Xa = (-1)

4b
X,X,

such that:

F(X,X) =F(x,)af(X-)
c(X,x) =c(X,)wa(X-)

The formula for the holonomy is
more complicated. One way to express
itisto give theproduct in terms
of Hopkins- Singer cocycles:



Cash,w,]u (az, he, we) = =

Ja, war, ta,whathiraetH(w,wr],wiwr)
Where It is a hontopy betwee cup productv
and wedge productV ·n ich a

considered
as defining (smooth) R-valued I-cochains

B.Integration:
IfZ isan I-cycle them
the holonomy on I can be
considered as an integrationI

⑭ 1:FZe)-p+)=R/2Ie
Thisis a good viewpoint because
it generalizes to files.



:Family of
n-manifolds

- overM-DP
control parameter

closed
n-manifolds

d
vd-n

I4. F(x)- H(x)
ct/s
In the Each model there isan

explicitformula for Q: Choosetriangulation
ofZe such that- simplicies sitin
a definite do so Ea<Ha
faces I<Hap etc. Then

denoting the data of the ech model
by =(AaAc, Aapr, ---)
and the correspondingcharacter by
X=[A] we have:



exp(i/*CI): =

isexplic) Texpi))As)...&

2,

Forgenerdizations to families see BarEer1303.1459
: This leads to a crucial

pairing on differential cohonology:multiply
and integrate:
⑭(Mn) x-p=/2

<IA.3, (E2]) = =I*CE1.(n)e
There are two importantand useful

special cases of this pairing:



1.) (A.) is topologically trivial:
F=dA, for a globally, defined A,trl

then: (LA.), (2) = SAF
-

inOrdinary integralof differentialforms

Note that this implies thatif both
characters are topologically trivialthem

Repairingisjust
fA,dAz

Therefore the pairingcan be viewedas

one way ofgeneralizing the actions of
BFteory to topologically nontrical

situations.

In particular, Reid Chern-Simous action for
Abelian

garge groups can
be expressed as

a pairing.



2.) If (A.) is that we can regard
itas an element 4.He (M,R/)
(via the hexagon diagram (

exp(e)(A.) - (A1) =exp(i)b,wC2)
Mu

where we use the cup producton HeTM, He/2)
and Inex (M,2) togeton element
of H"(M, M/2).
This observation is important forthe
discussion of flux sectors below.

: The perfect pairing.
Using known properties of

Pontnyagin- Poincare' dualityforcompact
oriented manifolds one can showr

That



↑(M_) +F- -/z
is a perfectpairing. Thatis
Hom (FPM), 1/2) = F"M.)

Thisiscalled Pontryagin - Poincareduality
of differential cohomology. We can
use the exactsequences above
to provide a proof:
O-Heertet.Fund thee
ofr)/ ->H(M) ->H,)-oxMM)



Remark:There isanice connection
to Dumitrescu'slectures:His BeB
are external gerbe connections
(which couple to1-foisymmetries).
The gerbes can

be viewed as

external electric and magnetic
currents Jes Im (Not to

be confused withhis Jet,5m!)

Je, =FI(M).

Set =1MxFYM)
x =1 xM4

<2,5m) = F)



But M() is the setof

C vir classesof) (P, 53garge eg
PS. The interpretation is
thatthe partition function of
Maxwell theory in the presence
of staneous electric -magnetic
currentis anomalous and should

be viewedas asection ofa

line bundle givenby
the

class <je,5My GI).

Actually, it is a line bundle of
connection, which surely encodes
Ward identities.



6.Spaceof A Generalized

GaugeTheory
We now assume a spacetime splitting

Mr=No-, x time
withaction: itf A FAF

Mn

(For the periodic scalar inn=2 dimensions

%=R2 is related tothe radius of the target
circle.)
The classical momentum is the (n-1)-

form it =2xx *F) (w
The classical phase space is

T**(N) =FYN) x&"YN(Findt
(Thisfollows from the noncanonical decomposition
AR(N) =M(N) xN)/MEIN)



We will use standard quantization
so we have Heisenberg relationsfor
the

quantum
fields Eg, My:

[Saig,(a) the Scodwe
Na-s

Wie?_, ae(Na=1)
which is a precise implementationof

Fr -i
Now we use heavily the property
that F(N=x) is an Abiang.
Therefore, at leastformally ithas aI

translationally invariant measure so are
can formulate the Hilbertspaceof
The theory:



3e(N--1) =
=(((-))

As we have seen [(Nn-1) is an
c-diml group

so some analysis is needed
to give this formula meaning. From the
noncanonical decomposition

EN...) =rexTexVe
we see the co-dial part comes fromVe.
The issues here are the same as inthe

quantization of the free scalar field.
The oscillatermodes of AwithdA = 0

are quantized as in Standard QFT.
In these lectures we are more concerned
withthe subtleties arising fromthe

first

two, finite-dimensional, factors. Hence we
are somewhat cavalier aboutthe functional-

analytic aspects.



Roughly speaking, the allowed wavefrictionals
should have Gaussian decay:

↑(LA)) - Pexp)-S*** S
where an ON basis for [[HYN.-.3) would
involve

expressions where P is palynomial
in the oscillators from Ve.



M.SRks QHenbergs

Let A be an Abelian group
withHearmeasure

E= =Pontryagindral(A) =Hom (A, U(D)
Note that LCA) is a representation
ofAby translation operators

(Toot) (a) = =4(a+ao)

Tao.TabTaotad

and itis also a representation of E

by multiplication operators:
(Mx4)(a):=x(a)4(a)
Mx, oMxc =Mx,X

but (A) is notarepresentation
of AxA because:



TarMx =Nao MxTao

Rather, ICA) is a representation of
the Heisenberg extension which, as a

-

Set is VIIIXAXA buthas a

group
low:

(E, (a,x.)). (z,(a,Xr)).=
(EizzX,(a), (aan, X, X1))

Therefore the Heisenberg group sits in an
exact

sequence:
1-U(l) - Heis /AxA) -> AxA-e I

Now the key theorem on representations
of Heis (Ax*S is:



Thom (Stone - von Neumann -Mackey]
upto isomaphismthereatthe
The centralUII) acts by scalars.
The proof can be found in many palaces. One ofthem (withfurther references) is my group theorynotes section 15.5.5.

One model forthe SUN representation is (YA)
withA and E acting as translation -multiplication
operators.
If Ais locally compact then Portryagin
dualitysays (E) =A
Therefore anotherequivalentrepresentation
is LA) where Iactsby translation
and Acasts by multiplication. The

isomaphism ((A) ECA) is Fruner
transformation.



8. MistEmagneticDay

We can now apply the remarks ofsec.
to the GAGT. We observed that

The Hilbertspace should be [M(No-))
'But Pointryagin-Poincmeduality says that
this isthe Unique

Stone- vonNeumann

rept of
Heis (HN.-:) x-(N))

We could switchthe factors and

equally well say itis
<re(_)

Thus, Abelian S-dualityis nothing
but Fouriertransformation.



9.Therein- And Noncommutativity -

-Electric+Magnetic Fluxes

We have seen thatthe periods
ofthe fieldstrength of a differential
character are quantized
1,* =2πX fodIe =o

However It is definitely

notqualized! We could continuously
change the metric and after the
result. There is thus some tension

withelectromagnetic duality.We
can resolve thispuzzle by thinking
more carefully aboutthe quantum
definition of flux.



As we have noted, if MrENn_XIR

and I =( (H(-)) then the

generator of translations is

I =x(*5) (n
...

So a translation eigenstate would

satisfy

E(E +0) =expfi.) YIE
It isnatural toregard the eigenvalue
-Y- (N--1) as the quanti

definition of definite "electric flux/S

(we will soon alter the meaning ofthis

term)



Eigenstates ofthe translation operator are
plane waves on fieldspace. They are
definitely notI so thisnotion of
electricfluxis oflimited utility.
Amore useful definitionof electric

flux isthe topological class of,
a class inH*(N-1, 2].
We note thatI are inthe

same pathcomponent of 14-(N-1)
ift for all flatfelds EH (N,1/2)-
we have W
-

Sa.=(*.
This leads us to the crucial

definition.



Ref:Astate ICL (TYNS)
is in a state of definite electric

fux ifit is a translation eigenstate
under the subgroup offees.
*4ftH(N,R/2)

4(a+4f) =exp(2xi)-4f)4(E)
for some ecH*(N, 2).
e is the quantized electric flux and is
The proper quantization ofIF].
Rark: In modern language, if the
Hamiltonian dynamics is invariant under
the shift by a flatfield me say there
is an "(e-)-form symmetry."The
"H-1)-form

symmetrygroup" is HY,M/2)



Our definition of electric flux is that
itisa character of the "(A1)-form

symmetry group."
Now recall that MCNT has

connected components
FN) =miter,2

(N)
a

Ref:Astate ofdefinite magnetic
flux me HN, 2) is a wavefunction
it with support in the componentHTYNm.
Let 2(b) &,HN,M(z)
be the translation operator by flat
fields.

Of course, ((A))=2Y)



So, there is a corresponding operator
2(0,) ** H*(N, 1R/2)
of translation by flat magneticfields
in HYNs). In Re SUN
representation ( (F(N)), Um(CM) acts

as a multiplication operatorsoa

Astate of definite magnetic flux
is an eigenstate of 214M) for
all flatmagneticfields (ftT,RK)
Thus our definitions ofquantum electric
and magneticfluxes are duality inst.

Now, recall thatthe compactAbelian

groy HN,R/2) might be disconnected.



to (H*(N,R2)) =Tors(H*(N,2))
When thisgroup of components is nontrivial

-

isimpossible tohandageneticeissupported in a singlecomponent!
In other words, in general electric t

magneticfluxes cannotbe simultaneously
measured.

It isnotdifficult to show that

Me(d)Um(4) =e*T(,4)2m) We(45)
where Iis the torsion pairing

T: HTN, 12) x1TN,e) ->R/2



Remark:Incurrentlyfashionablethees
resultis: "There isan'tHooft

anomaly between electric and magnetic /
(e-1)-form and (n-1-13-form symmetries.

Example. Agood example is Maxwell

Theory (1=2) on a Lens space 8/2m
Where Hi((m,((z) =2m
In thiscase the electric andmagnetic
translationoperatorsgenerate a Heisenberg
group
0 +2m+ Heis(mx2m) -> InRmtO
The translation by flatfields
iscleanly a symmetry of the



Hamiltonian, so we conclude that

The groundstate oftheMaxwell
The
my

mustbe degenerate:It
mustcontain at leastone copy
ofthem-din'litrep of Heis(mxxm).
One might anderif one could use
this resulttogeta topolitical
Qbit (Or Qdit). An attemptwas

made in 0 06.3410, butithas
received

little attention.

phatgwitenotablefilterof
this

lang-distance, mpic,
quantum p henomenon.



10. Generalized CohomologyTheories
And Their Differential Cohomology

A. The Filenberg - Steenrod axioms

Cohomology is a functor from pairs of
topological spaces (X,A) ACX to 2grada
Abelian groups:(A) ->H*(X,A)
such that5 &*:H*A) -> H4X, AS
such that is

1) Homotopyinvariance
2) LES ::AGX j:(X,4)ceX,A)
... -H(X,A)HX/H(A)HYAS--

3)Excision:Int[U) cIntCA) ->
HY(X,A) =H(x-u,A -v)



4.) Additivity:

14(tXs) =0HYXa)
5.) Pointaxiom:

HY(p+,4) =Gio
(1) -(4) ->Mayer-Victor's them

togetherwith (5) can compute.
Generalized CohomologyTheories
Cake extraordinary cohomology theories)
satisfy axioms (1) -(4) but

replace the pointaxiom.



e.g.Complex) KerenjevenSo jodd
Hopkins -Singer showed thatto

any G.CI.
There is a differential

version, that satisfies an

analog of the hexagon diagram.
Differential E-theory (invarious
versions is thoughttobe theI

proper description of the gauge -
invariantinformation in the RRfield)



11. AHilbert Space For the
Self-Dral Field.

We can apply these
ideas tothe

self-dral field in
n =2 mody

dimensions withclassical

equations ofmotion
F=*F , dF=0

FE-M, n =e

- l =25 +1n =4s+2

The nonself-dual field

provides a SUN representation
ofHeis (HexF)



We would like totake 1/2

the degrees of
freedom.

-

The idea isto make sense of

Heis(FYN)) by viewingFMN)

asagroup
with symplein

We need another theorem from

group theory:
Ihm:Let Gbe a topological
Abelion group. The isomaphism
classes of centralextensions

1-V(1) ->0 16- 1



are in1-1 correspondence
with continuous, alternatings
bihomonaphisms

S: GxG-UII)

Alternatingmeans S(X,x) =1

and implies skew s(xy) =sy,x5!

Here S(xy) is the commutator

function:If

(E1,X) - (2,xe) =(izza(X,x),xi +xz)
is a centralextension

s(x,y)=
The pointis:given the Commutator



function one can deduce the

central extension up to isomorphism.
So to find

Hill -> Heis (MIN))-FYN,- 1

itwill suffice to find a

Suitable s-function on IRN).

There isa canonical choice

given by the pairing:

Sir (X,X2) =exp(i <X,, X23)
This is certainly a
bitrmomaphism. Becaused is odd



it isskew, butit
is not

alternating.Rather one can
show:

SNYes (X)
Store(X,X) =(-D

Ves =degree 2s Wu class
ofN. For orientedmflds...

Vo=1 Uz =We Un =Wy+We

((x) =HYN,2) =+*(w,z)
We therefore introduce a

Eading of FP(N)

e(x) =(o S2sUC(X)=Omod2
I SEsrc(X)=1 mode



s(X,x) =exp(i(X,x) -xiE(xe(X's)
is now a bihomonaphism which
is alternating, so

Heis (FT(NS) is a Zegraded
Heisenberg group.

There is a unique e-graded

uniary SuN irrep: This is
The Hilbertspace of the
self-dual field (up to isom.)

Very similar remarks apply to the
RR field oftypeI string theory.



Acurious
consequences

The Hilbert space is naturally
&z-graded. We can indeed interpret

This as a boson/fermion grading.
This should notbe terribly surprising
Since the chiral scalar in Mill is

related tothe chiral fermion. If

we Kreduce a self-dral fieldon

IM"xY, dimY=4s, thenwe get
a theory of chiral and

anticipal

scalars. The fermionic parityof
vertexoperators in this it theory is
related tothe parityof x2

where

-

x=HY(Y,z).
There will be similar phenomena
withthe RR field of typestrings.



12.Applications to the M-Theory
Abelian Gauge Field.

The bosonic fields of Idsugra:

gaveMEt(M,) and C, a
"3-form gauge potential."
When CG & (Mi) ithas
action (Lor. signature)

exp(in/x6x6+2xica-Mic

I8(9):Chern-Weil representative
of

↳Ire G =dC



Various arguments suggestthe gauge-

invariant info in the C-field is

a character Xe#"(M). This
is not quite the case:Witten
showed that cancellation of anomalies

on the M2 brane ->

S(-p,(M) =2
So a better description is that
Re

gauge
invariant info at the

C-field is in a for for

#Y(M,). (The C-field is
a differential chain that

trivilizes a backgral magnetic



current in 145(M1) related
to wy.)
Due tosome mathematical

"Coincidences"one can give
(see Diaconesso-Freed - Moore for

details) a groupoid modeling the
garge-variantinformation describing
The C-field. We have triples
(P, 7,a) where P-> M,is a

principal Eg-bundle withconnection
I and a G (M) is a

globally defined 5- form.



(P, y, c) - (P! ,c) if

c - c =cS(1,1)
and we identifythe fieldstrength
aS:

G =trf2trR+dc
Let i(D) =index densityof

Atiyah, Singer.
Witten observed the following
string miracle:

(12)

7(p,w) +4iDRs) -....

s

Ravit-

Schwinger
field



=5G-GIg +d/zlocal)
wo

globallydefined
11-form.

->via APS index theorem

we cangive an intrinsic Ild
definition of theM-theory
phase.

E(X) =exp(axi(x,x)
+2I8,loce 3

5()) =
==G() +n)D1)

FrocfcG-EcdcGtcd)-cIs



Witten, and Freed-Moore (setting...)
show that

Pfaff/ds)E(XL
is globally well-defined


